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Abstract. The collisionof anticyclonic,lens-like eddieswith a meridional western
boundary is investigatedas a function of two independent,nondimensionalnumbers:

• = •{•R/fo and s: w/fo, wheref0 and/30 are the Coriolisparamelerand its rate
of changewith latitude, respectively,both evaluated at the referencelatitude, R
is the eddy's radius, and w is its angular frequency.The numericalexperiments

showthat in all casesthere is a southwardexpulsionof masspr9portionalto both
/• and z, which is estimated during the eddy-boundary interaction. The eddies are
invariably deformed with the initial collision, but afi.erward, they reacquire a new
circular shape. There is a meridional translation of the eddy along the boundary

which dependsexclusivelyon the initial ratio r = s/fl. If r > 1, the eddy goes
southward, but if r < 1, the eddy goesnorthward first and then so•thward. As the
eddy losesmass and reacquiresa new circular shape, there is a readjustment of/3
and s suchthat • decreasesbecauseits radius becomessmaller and • increasesby
energy conservation. This implies that the eddies ultimately migrate southward.
A formula derived for the meridional speedof the center of massof the eddy is
consistentwith the numerical results. A physicalinterpretation showsthat after
collisiona zonal force is exerted on the eddy by the wall which is balanced by
a meridional migration. Nonlinearitiesinduce a southwardmotion, while high •
valuescould producenorthward motion, dependingon the massdistribution along
the wall.

1.

Introduction

Oceanic eddies continuously migrate westward, in
part, oxvingto /•, which means that eventually they
would reach a westernboundary. Therefore the study
of the collision of anticyclonic, lens-like eddies with a
meridional western boundary is of scientific interest.
Although this paper does not relate to any particular region, our principal motivation is the collision of
anticyclonic vortices with the continental shelf of the
Tamaulipas coast in the Gulf of M•xico. For example,
the Loop Current regularly produces anticyclonic eddies when "the loop" breaks off from the main current
[Ichiye, 1962; Elliott, 1982]. Once the vorticesare iso..

lated, with 100 to 200 km radii [Vukovichet al., 1979],
they start to migrate westward, approximately 2 to 3

We use an ocean model consistingof the shallowwater reduced-gravityequationsfor one active layer on
the/• plane and a numericalmethod of solutionbased

on a particle-in-cell(PIC) method.This algorithmhas
been used succesfullyin studiesof isolatededdieson an
f plane [Pavia and Cushrnan-Roisin1988, 1990; Pavia
and L6pez, 1994],but.here the model is extendedto the
• plane and includesa solid boundary. We model the
western boundary as a meridional vertical wall. The
boundary condition at this wall is of no normal flow,
and it is modeled as if the numerical particles rebound
elastically from it.
All simulations

were initialized

with

a circular

rodon

[Cushman-Roisin
et al., 1985],i.e., an anticyclonic,
lenslike eddy rotating as a solid body with parabolic depth

km d-• [Elliott,i982],untiltheyreachthe continen- profile on an f plane. The eddy's initial position was

tal shelfat approximately23øN, 95.5c'W [Kirwan et al.,
1988].

chosenfar enough from the wall to allow for a short

adjustment period in which the "discrete rodon" becomes the numerical westward migrating solution on

the/• plane. The numericalexperimentswere designed

1Now at Laboratory for Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer, Facultyof Physics,EindhovenUniversityof Technology, to study the eddy-wall interaction in parameter space,
Eindhoven, Netherlands.
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i.e., as a function of the two independent, nondimensional numbers, ,•qand s, which measurethe eddy's size
and intensity, respectively.
The experiments show, in all cases, a southward expulsionof massproportionalto/• and s; and, although
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the eddies are invariably deformed with the initial collision, they eventually reacquire a circular shape. More
important, we found that after the collisionthere is a
meridional translation of the eddy along the wall that

northwardto southward).Vukovich
and Waddell[1991]
describe the collision of an anticyclonic eddy with the

westernslopein the Gulf of Mexico in which the vortex
adjusts to an elliptical shapewith the major semiaxis
dependsexclusively
onthe initial ratio r - •/fi; if r > 1, oriented meridionally, rotating clockwise,and then mithe eddy goes southward, but if r < i the eddy goes grates southwardwhile decreasingin size. These obsernorthward first and then southward.
We derived a simvational studies serve as motivation and offer guidance
ple formula for this meridional translation of the eddy, to our work; but, obviously,neither this study nor the
which is consistent with the numerical
results.
previousmodel studiespretend to fully explain these
There

have been several theoretical

and observational

studies of the collision of eddies against boundaries.

Rossby[1948]showedthat the effectof the latitudinal

observations. Recall that all model studies rely on dra,s-

tic simplifications.Perhapsrealistic simulationsshould
include advectionby coastalcurrents,topographicef-

variation of the Coriolis parameter over the whole eddy

fects,interactionwith other eddies,and/or other phe-

exerts

nomena.

a meridional

force directed

southward

for anti-

The rest of this paper is organizedas follows:In the
next section we begin by presenting the model equaing a coherentstructure[Cushman-Roisin
et al., 1990]. tions, then we describethe particle method and the
However, the presenceof the wall stops the westward initialization of the experiments. The main resultsof
drift, and thus the eddy is acceleratedsouthward. This this work are presentedin section 3, and their discuseffect of the wall over the eddy was pointed out by Nor sion constitutes section 4. In section 5 we enumerate
[1984].Here we showanalyticallythat, in fact, the wall the conclusionsand recapitulate our findings. Finally,
exerts a zonal force on the eddy's center of mass, such in the appendiceswe explain the implementation of the
that if fi << 1, the force is eastward and balancedby a boundary condition and a quantitative measureof the
cyclonesin the northern hemisphere. In an open ocean

this force is balanced with a westward motion maintain-

southward

motion.

This

translation

is accelerated

ow-

ing to the meridional • force. Therefore our numerical
results for r > 1 are in agreement,with this mechanism.
For r < i the numerical

results do not contradict

expelled mass.
2.

Ocean

Model

the

analytical results, but they are not conclusive.

1

The shallowwaterequations
for a 1.• layermodelon

Other previousstudiesabout the eddy's migration a • plm•e are:
alongfree slip walls considerthe imageeffect,i.e., the
Ou
Ou
influenceof the.eddy'simagenecessary
to satisf.vthe no--normal flow boundarycondition(see,e.g., Pierrehumbert [1980]and Shi and Nof [1994],for barotropica•d
Ov
Ov
barocliniceddies,respectively).In thesecasesa north-

Ott-u•x+2,•- (fo
+"oy)
2'+

ward(southward)
drift is predicted
foranticyclonic
(cyclonic)vortices.However,this resultcannotbe applied
to strong. lens-like eddies. We should recall that as the

+

Ov

+(fo+
a(v)

Ot

Ox

Oy

-

•,
• Oh

(1)

(2)

-o,

effectof nonlinearitiesincreases,the motionis no longer where x and y are eastward and northward coordinate,
quasi-gec•strophic,
annulling the existenceof the. stream

respectively; u and v are the corr•ponding velocity

function;that is, there is no longera one-.to-one
relation
betweenthe stream function and the velocity field, and
the image effect no longercan be established.
An important processduring the collisionof anticyclonesis the presenceof a southwardmass expulsion.
This has been shownby Nor [19884,b] through simple
laboratory experiments. Besidesconfirming Nof's re-.
sults,we found that this expulsionplays a decisiverole
in the evolution of the colliding eddy.
Oceanographicobservationsof eddy-shelfinteraction
show no definite pattern for the migration of eddies.
Evanset al. [1985]showsouthwestward
migrationalong
the isobathsfor Gulf Stream warm-corering 82B. Kirwan et al. [1988]identifytwo anticycloniceddiesin the

components;h is the active layer depth; f0 and •0 are
the Coriolis parameter and its rate of change, resp•-

Gulf of Mexico that collide with the Mexican shelf and

report that after the collisionboth of them undergoa
brief adjustmentand then migrate northward(but, in
fact, after one of the eddiesturned away a few kilometers from the slope, it changed its migration from

tively, and g• = g(1- Pl/p2) is the reducedgravity,
in which Pl and p2 are the densiti• of the active and
inactivelayers,respectively,
andPl • P2 (seeFibre 1).
Equations(1)-(3) are nondimensionaliz•with the
tangential speed•R for the velociti•, R for the hori-

zontallengthscale,Hm • R2•fo/g• forthe depthscale,

andf• 1forthetimescale.
Wethenobtainthefollowing
nondimensional system:
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Eulerian grid. therein obtaining the spatial derivatives

zT

by finite differences,and then interpolating back the
pressuregradients to the particles positions. We use a

Hanningfilter for the h field (seePavfa and Cushma•Roisin[1988]for details).

X

The kinematic boundary condition at rigid walls is
that there be no flow normal to the boundary. In our
Eulerian-Lagrangian method we implement this condition assuming that the particles rebound ellastically
from the wall, as explained in Appendix A.
2.2.

Model

Initialization

All simulations

were initialized

with

a circular

rodon

[Cushman-Roisinet al., 1985],whichis an anticyclonic,
lens-like eddy rotating as a solid body with parabolic
P2

depth profile. Using a frame of coordinateswith the
origin at the eddy's center, the depth and velocity fields

U2 =0

are

P•< P2

(33

h-U 1-

Figure 1. Schematic view of the frontal eddy model.

R2 ,

(12)

u--coy,

(13)

v - -cox,

(14)

where the nondimensionalparameters are

for0_<x2+y2<_R 2, andh-u-v-0forx
2+y2 >
R2, whereH is the maximumdepthgivenby

3oR

-Yoo'

/0'

where cois the eddy angular frequency and R is the

H-

eddy radius.

2.1.

Numerical

Implementation

R2

2g•

co(f0-co),

(15)

with co< fo [Cushman-Roisinet al., 1985]. In the nu-

In the PIC methodusedto solve(1)-(3) the aaive

merical code we prescribe coand R, whereas H is ob-

layer is approximated by a large number N of particles,
whereas the passivelayer is representedby regionswith
no particles. Essentially, this method solves at every

tainedfrom (15). In all experiments
the reducedgravity

time step the followingsystemfor each particle:

ment period(5 to 20 days)in whichthe exactsolution

Dxi
Dt

-

Dyi
Dt

Dv•
Dt

(fo
+l?oyi)v•
-g•(Oh)
-(fo
+ -

(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

waskeptconstant
with a valueof 10-2 m s-2.
The numerical experiments start with a short adjust-

on the f plane becomesthe numerical westward migrating solutionon the fi plane, sothe eddy's initial position
was chosenfar enough from the wall.
The physical domain of the experiments was a 990
x 990 km 2 ocean with a resolution of Ax -- 10 km
and a radius of deformation
increased

the resolution

of about

to Ax

--

30 km. When

5 km

we

and thus the

number of particlesincreasedfourfold, only a small difference in the results was found. However, since this
is at a nmch higher computational cost, we chose the

original grid and number of particles, N - 10, 981. An
empirical rule is that in order to have a robust algo-

1,2,..., N; here (xi, Yi) and (u,, vi) are the posi- rithm, we nmst have 10 to 15 particles per cell in the
tion and velocity of the ith particle, respectively. Since active region [Pavia and Cushman-Roisin,1988]. In
i:

each particle keeps its volume constant,, the continu-

contrast to these authors, we use particles of different,

ity equation(3) is implicitly satisfied.Then, we have volume; at, t - 0 they decreasein size from the center
control over the particle's positions and velocities at all

times. From them we obtain the Coriolis force, but the
pressuregradient force is evaluatedby first extrapolating the particles's contribution to the h field over an

to the edge of the eddy to try to ensure that even the
shallowestregionsare well resolved. This is preferable
than an explicit check on the number of particles per
cell, which would be computationally very expensive.
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Results

We performedtwo different experiments.In the first
experiment we try to find the influenceof the four parameters, f0, •q0,•v, and R, on the eddy'sbehaviorwhen
it sensesthe wall. This means that we chosearbitrary
valuesfor these parameters,even if they do not correspond to very realistic cases. In the secondexperiment
we use typical values of f0 and/•0 from a fixed latitude

l,,ii,.I

T-180

l=80

759.

500.

250.

and •a and R for oceanic eddies.

The position in the e versus/• spaceof each of the 18
runs of the first experiment,is shownin Figure 2a. In
general,we observedthe followingbehavior:(1) When

1000.

the eddies touch the wall, invariably a southward loss

759.

of massis produced.(2) Justafterthe collision,the eddiesare deformedat the westsideowingto the presence
of the wall. This deformationis proportionalto their
zonal velocity. After the initial impact the reinanent
eddy showsa clear core which adjusts to an approxi-
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Figure 3. (a) Depth contoursof case12 from experiment 2 (with two independentnondimensional
numbers fi = 0.075, e - 0.095) shownat, different,times
(days). (b) Depth contoursof case2 fromexperiment2
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0
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0.08
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In the secondexperimentwe fixed the planetary vorticity f0 and its gradient /•o at a latitude of 23øN

If0 -- 5.66x 10-• s-•, /•0 -- 2.09 x 10-•1 (m s)-l],
where the Loop Current eddies are likely to interact
Figure 2. Parameterspaceshowingthe runs of (a)
with
the continentalshelf[Kitwan et al., 1988; Vukovich
experiment1 and (b) experiment,
2. The runsmarked
with circles(crosses)
arethosewhenthe eddymigrates and Waddell, 1991]. In this experimentwe only change
the radius and the angular speed with realistic values
to the south(north).
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for oceaniceddies. The position of the runs of this experiment in the • versus• spaceis shownin Figure 2b.
A coupleof examplesof the evolutionof the eddy-wall
interaction from the secondexperiment are presentedin
Figure 3, where we showthe depth contoursof the nu-
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fluid whose depth is such that h > 0.1H; that is, we
excludethe expelled fluid of small depth.
The northward movement decreaseswhen the eddy
losesmass, and the eddy is forced to adjust to a new
shapewith different • and •, as discussedin section3.2.

mericalsolutionat selectedtimes. Run 12 (½= 0.095,
• = 0.075) has • > •, and we can observeclearlythe 3.2. Evolution of the Collision: Changes in •
and/•

southwardmassexpulsion,the eddy'scircular shapeaf-

ter collision,and its southwardmigration(Figtire3a).

The southward mass expulsion is directly related to
the nondimensionalnumbers• and 3; that is, the larger
greaterlossof mass(however,the processis morecom- they are, the greater is the mass expulsion. Figure 5
plicated)and a moreevidentwestsidedeformation,but showsthe • versus • space of the secondexperiment
now the initial movement is northward and afterward, with the percentageof massexpelled 150 days after the
southward(Figtire 3b). In both casesthe southern, eddy collidedwith the wall. We found that the expelled
northern, and eastern boundaries are open. In run 2 mass is approximately proportional to • and •. The
the time intervals are larger than in run 12 becausethe
method used to measure the expelled mass is explained
eddy is weaker. Although we considerthe entire mass in appendix B.
expulsionprocessto be important, someof the smallest
Furthermore, after the collision and deformation the
blobs might not be well resolved numerically.
remanent eddy reacquires a circular shape, so we asWe should mention that in this experiment, we can sume that we can identify it with new values of fi and
make better quantitative measurementsthan in the first •. The lossof massimplies that 3 decreasesbecausethe
one. In particular, we can measure more easily the radius decrease•sand that s increasesowing to energy'

Run 2, with e - 0.03 and • = 0.075, i.e., • > e, showsa

southward

3.1.

loss of mass.

Meridional

conservation.

Migration:

Initial

as discussed

in section 4.3.

We can obtain

the new 3 oncewe approximate the new radius because

• and/3

• = /3oR/.fo. To get the new •, we look for the new
characteristicangular speed. If we start from the maximumdepthof a circularrodon[see(1,5)],with H andR
known,we can solvefor w and then compute• = w/fo.

We have found that eddies with • > • move southward and those with • > • move initially northxvard
and, afi,erward, southward. This behavior is confirmed
in Figure 4, where we plot the position of the eddy's

Thus we measure the maximum depth and the approximated radius for each caseof the secondexperiment in
order to get the new • and •.

coreat differenttimesfor runs2 (/• > •) and 12 (/3 < •)
of the secondexperiment; the northward displacement
of run 2 is small, with respect to the initial eddy's radius, but is evident,. We define the eddy's core as the

One of the main results of this work is summarized

in Figure 6. It showsthe initial and final position of

150
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x xox xo x x •
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-50 -
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•
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Figure 4. Positionsat differenttimes (days)showingthe meridionalmigrationof the main eddy
of runs2 (crosses)
and 12 (circles)fromexperiment2.
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0.12

H,• is the meandepth of a rodon (seesection2), the
percentage
becomes
P: 100x O(/•s2f0). Recallthat

440..
65
o

0.1

37
o 60
o
30o
50/

0.08

this approximation givesonly orders of magnitude that
are roughly in agreementwith the runs of experiment
2. For instance, the predicted percentagesof expelled

massin runs 2 and 12 after 150 days are 5% and 50%,
respectively,while valuesof 24% and 60% were measured (seeFigure 5). The differencesmay be due to
changesin fi and • as the eddieslosemass,but orders
of magnitude are correct,.

:•69

0.06

o5

19

o/

34 x

x 52

0.04

,

11 x

24x

EDDIES

:• 30

4.2.

Meridional

Migration

0.02

0

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

O.1

O.12

In order to understand the eddy's behavior interacting with the wall, we now obtain an analytical expression for the meridional migration. Owing to the problem's complexity, some assumptions are necessary,but
the main physical mechanismsare considered. We fol-

Figure 5. Percentageof mass expelled from the runs
of experiment 2, 150 days after the collision.

lowthe formalismusedby Ball [1963]for a rotating fluid
lying on a paraboloid. Ball defined the coordinatesof
the eddy's center of mass and derived the equationsfor
its time evolution.Killworth [1983]appliedthis method

the eddy(150daysafter collision),in parameterspace,

to describe the zonal motion

of mesoscale eddies in an

joined •vith a straight line. Figure 6 clearly showsthat
• increasesand/3 decreasessuchthat the final position

openoc.ean, and Cushrnan-Roisin
et al. [1990]extended

of the eddy in parameter spaceis alwaysin the region
wherethe eddiesmovesouthward(• >/3).

infinite plane bounded by a wall and derive the equations of motion for the center of mass of an eddy colliding with it. We then obtain an expressionfor the
meridional migration. Recall that our purpose is not
to derive a general formula for the meridional drift but,
rather, to understand the physical mechanismsobserved

4.

Discussion

4.1.

Southward Mass Expulsion

The presenceof the wall stopspart of the eddy's flow
at the southwestside becauseof its anticyclonic rotation. Thus the fluid near the wall tendsto be expelled
southward.

Killworth's results. In this study we consider a semi-

in the numerical

results.

4.2.1. Formula.

In nondimensionalform the prob-

lem is definedby the momentumequations(4) and (5)
andthe massequation(6), togetherwith the boundary

This processhas been studied analytically by Nof
[1988a,b] for barotropicand barocliniceddiesbarely
touching a wall on an f plane. Anticyclonic eddiestend

to leakfluidon their right-handside(lookingoffshore),
whereas cyclonic eddies leak on their left-hand side.

0.3

In addition, Nof [1988b]presentsphysicalevidenceof
this phenomenonby meansof simple laboratory exper-

0.25

iments.

In this study we found numerically that the southward mass expulsionpersistson the/3 plane and, more
important, in('reasesas/3 and • do becausethe vortex
is continuoslypushedtoward the wall. This pressingis
due to the eddy's westward speed before the collision,

0.2

0.15

0.1

whichis O(,3foR'a2/R),
whereRd is the deformation
radius [Cushman-Roisi•et al., 1990]. Let us assume
that the massexpelledafter a periodw-1 - (•f0) -1

o .o5

hasa widthO(3R/eR), a lenh O(R), anda depth
O(•H) (seealsoShi and Nor [1994]for a similaranalysis).Then.the rate of expelledvolume(cubicmeters

persecond)
isO(foHR).

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

Considering
theinitialvol- Figure 6. Stickdiagramshowinginitial and final states

umeoftheeddyasO(HR2), thepercentage
of expelled in the parameter space from experiment,2, 150 days
massper second
is P - 100.xO[/3•fo(Rd/R)•'].Us- after the collision. Number indicate the run and the
ingthe deformation
radiusFta- (g'Hm.)l/2/fo.where initial state.
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be a constant(dV/dt - 0); that is, the southward
mass
expulsionis ignored. Note that (6) impliesthat the

Consider the semi-infinite plane 0 < x < c•, -c• <
y < c• bounded by a meridional vertical wall at x = 0.

whole volume of the fluid in motion is a constant.

The vortex-wall collision is idealized in Figure 7, where
$ is the horizontal area where fluid is in motion and

fined as

The coordinatesof the eddy's center of massare de-

VX- f xhdS
VY
- / yhdS.

is its material boundary. Note that h is zero along
except at the wall. Let the eddy's volume

v- f hdS

Usingthe Reyn()ld'stransporttheoremand (6), we obtain

V-•-•- ef hudS

dt - ef hvdS.
vdY
Differe•tiatingagainand using(a) and (5), we get

d2X_vdY
e••h2(O,y,t)dy+e•
f hyvdS
(16)
- -e•
d2Y dX
f hyudS.
(17)
The firstterm on the right-hand-side
of (16) appearsb•
causeof the wall sincehlx=0 • 0. This term represents

b

the force exerted by the wall over the vortex during the

collisionas previouslydiscussed
by Nor [1984](seeb•

low). The integralof hhy vanish• sinceh vanish• at
the northern, southern,and e•tern boundariesof S.
B•ause of the wall's presence,the vortex cannot penerrateand dX/dt • O. This restrictionis the "boundary
condition" for the eddy's center of m•s imposedby the
wall. We exanfine the validity of this assumptionat the
end of this subsection. In addition, the geostrophica•

proximationis usedto eliminateu andv from (16) and
(17). After somemanipulations,
a

dt

y,t)y-

2V

2)
dt 2

_ f
2V

y,t)y
(is)

+

(10)

Equation(18) showsthe balanceof forceson the center of mass in the zonal direction; the force exerted by
the wall during the collisionis balanc• by a meridional

X:O
Figure 7. The idealized vortex-wall collision. $ is the

area where the fluid is in motion, and (bis its material
boundary: active layer depth h is zero along (b, except

translation dY/dt. This effectis similar to the mi•ation of eddiesin an open oceanwhere the southward•
force(producedby the imbalanceof the Coriolisforce
within an anticycloniceddy) is balancedby a w•tward
motion [Cushman-Roisin
et al., 1990]. However,there
are important difference; the meridional nfigration can
be northward or southward, depending on the sign of
the inte•als along the boundary on the right-hand side
of (18), whereasfor open oceaneddiesonly westward

at the wall (betweena and b). Note that the mass motion is possible.
expulsion has been neglected.

To illustrate this, consider that, for most oceanic
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cases,fi << 1 and thus the first integralof O(s) domi- zonal direction,Nor foundthat the forceexertedby the
natesthe secondoneof O(s/•). The O(s) integralis pos- wall is
itive, and thus the force exerted by the wall is directed
eastward. Then, this force is balanced by a southward
meridional migration proportional to s. This is consistent with our numerical re.suits, where s shows an
influence on the southward motion. With dimensions,
the meridional speed is

g' f• h2(O,
y,t)dy

½m
-• 270 f hdS

g'fab
h•(0,
y,t)dy
but is balanced by the correspondingzonal component
of the lower layer. As shownin section4.2.1, with a mo-

tionlesslower layer, this force is balancedby a meridionalmigration(see(18)).
We speculate that the weak northward migration

(20)could also be related to the southward mass expulsion,

Recall that we neglected the mass expulsion. However, as long as the eddy keeps an approximately circular shape, it can be identified with new/3 and z values
and the same procedure is applied for each "new" vor-

i.e., with the rocketeffectmentionedby $hi and Nor
[1994],wherethe expelledmasspushesthe eddynorthward. To explorethis possibility,we ran severalnumerical experimentsin which the eddy was placedin contact

with the wall from the beginning,as in the work by $hi
and Nor [1994]. However,in contrastto theseauthors,

tex. [Then, as • decreases
and z increases,it reinforces our initial fields are frontal while theirs are Gaussian.
the southwardmigrationgivenby (20)].
The results showed a large southward mass expulsion
The migrationcouldbe northwardif f• is O(1) and and a weak northwardmigration. Afterward, the eddies

if thereis a northerndistribution
of h2(0.y,t) along recoveredtheir circular shape and moved southwardas

the wall such that the second term on the right-hand

sideof (18) becomesnegativeand largerthan the first

before.

On the other hand, barotropic and quasi-geostrophic

one. This unlikely situation would induce a northward
motion of the eddy.

eddiesare dominatedby the image effect [Pierrehumbert, 1980; $hi and Nor, 1994]; that is, along a westOn the other hand, there is no balanceof forcesin the ern wall, anticyclonesmove northward. $hi and Nor
meridional direction, where only the/3 force is present. [1994]concludedthat the samerule couldbe applied
accelerating
the vortex southward(see(19)). This is for lens-likeeddies. We agree with the former result,
also consistent

with our numerical

results in the case of

• </3, where the eddy goesnorthward first, stops, and
then moves southward.

Although(20) givesa physicalinterpretationof the

where the influenceof the undisturbed surroundingfluid
might be decisiveon the eddy's motion. However,we

believe the image effect could not be establishedfor

lens-like eddies. In fact, we should recall that as e --+ 1,
meridional migration of lens-like eddies,some aspects i.e., as the effect of nonlinearitiesincreases,the motion
should be noted. First, the meridional migration de- is no longer quasi-geostrophicand voids the existence

pendson the depth field at the wall, h(0,y, t), which of the stream function. The analogy between vortices
andelectriccharges
in electrostatics,
namely,X72(I)
= q,
sign of c,• than in its numericalvalue. Second,in order where(I) is the electricpotential(streamfunction)and
to have a meridional migration, we assumed, based on
q is the electriccharge(relativevorticity),whichis imthe numerical results, that the eddy's center of mass plied when invokingthe imageeffect,can no longerbe
doesnot,movein the zonal direction(dX/dt ..• 0 and established.
is unknown. We are, however, more interested in the

d2X/dt2 -.• 0). The presentanalysis
thereforecannot
be extended to more general situations.
4.2.2.

Related

studies.

As mentioned

in sec-

4.3. Eddy Readjustment
tion 4.2.1, anticyclonic eddies in an open ocean do not
The meridional movementalong the wall is associated
move southward, even though the f• force is present.,
becauseit is balanced by the eddy's westward transla- to the changesin • and/3 due to the massexpulsion.
tion [Cushman-Roisin
et al., 1990]. However,if there That is, • increasesby energy conservationbecauseas
is a meridional western wall, the wall stopsthe eddy's the eddy losesmass,the depth and the potential energy
westward translation and thus the f• force acceleratesit decrease,while the kinetic energy increases. On the
southward.Nof [1984]proposedthis mechanismin an other hand, /• decreasessimply becausethe radius is
analytical work of the eddy-wall interaction in a two- decreasing.
After the collisionthe remanent eddy tends to reaclayermodel,statingthat the f• forcemust pushthe eddy
southward. In Nof's analysisa steady state is reached quire a circular shape, and we can expec.t the northward

when a northward boundary current at the lower layer
balancesthe/3 force effect. When the lower layer is at

rest (presentstudy),thisbalanceis not possibleandthe
vortexcanbe accelerated
southward(see(19)). In the

impulseto diminish. Also, the increasingof nonlinearities inducesthe final effectto be the southwardmigration. Note that the/3 force also decreases,but this does
not hinder

the southward

movement.
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5.

Conclusions

We havestudied the collisionof anticyclonic,lens-like
eddies with a meridional western boundary by means
of a numerical model. A particle-in-cell method is
used to solve the reduced-gravity shallow water equations on a • plane. The collision has been explored
for the first time in full parameter space,namely, as a
function of two independent,nondimensionalnumbers'

3 - 3oR/fo and • - w/fo, which measurethe eddy's
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Appendix A' The Boundary Condition
A1. Implementation
The boundary condition of no flow normal to the

boundary was implemented in the following way: In
a right hand side coordinate system, let us call B the
abscisavalue of the wall's zonal position, chosenarbitrarily as a meridional line on the grid. Suppose
that at time t there is a particle with zonal position

to the south. The amount of expelled mass has been

xi such that x,(t) > B, and at the next time step,
xi(t d-At) < B; that is, it would crossthe boundary. If the particle reboundsellastically,its zonal po-

estimated,and it is proportionalto • and 3 (Figure
5). The eddiesare invariablydeformedwith the initial

velocity componentnormal to the wall changessign,

size and intensity, respectively.
When the eddy collideswith the wall, it expels mass

collision, but afterward, they reacquire a new circular
shape. There is a meridional translation of the eddy
along the boundary that depends only on the initial

sitionis x[eb(td- At) = 2B- xi(t d- At), and the
u[.eb(t
d-At) -- -ui(t). In otherwords,the boundary

conditionis suchthat the normal velocityof the particle, averagedbefore and after it hits the wall, is zero.
ratio r- •/f); if r > 1, i.e., if initially, nonlinearities The meridional position and velocity componentremain
dominate over the 3 effect, the eddy goes southward, unchanged. This is done very easily within the numerand if initially, r < 1, the eddy goes northward first ical code with an "if" statement as follows:
and then southward.

if x•(t + At) < B then
ß,(t +
=
- x,(t
(t + st) =
(t)
yi(t + At) = yi(t + At)

To investigatethe physicalmechanismsof the eddy's
behavior, we derived the equations of motion of the
eddy's center of mass, which show that the meridional
drift is necessaryto balancethe zonal force exerted by

the wall on the eddy (equation(18)). This meridional

end if

motion is always acceleratedsouthward by the • force

(equation(19)). For 3 << 1 the forceexertedby the
wall is directed eastward and the meridional migration

is towardthe south,givenby (20), and proportionalto
s, whichis consistent
with the numericalresults.(This
is similar to the westwarddrift of the eddy in an open
oceanwhichbalancesthe southward3 force.)The analysisis not conclusivefor r < 1 becauseit is not possible

to determinethe signof the meridionalspeedin (18),
which depends on the distribution of mass along the
wall. However, the numerical results suggest,that ,3 is
directly responsiblefor the eddy's deformationbecause
its westward speed is proportional to fl. We speculate
that this deformation may cause a mass distribution
such that the meridional migration becomesnorthward.

Suchbehavioris observedonly when r < 1, i.e., • < 3Therefore the 3 force and the nonlinearities induce
the eddy to move southward, whereas the deformation

A2.

Variations

to the

Elastic

Rebound

One way to test the validity of the boundary condition is to repeat some runs, making the particles rebound in a random direction but preserving the speed
magnitude to avoid lossof energy. The resultswe found

with both types of reboundwere qualitatively very similar. We also tested some other variations

to the bound-

ary condition,for example,replacingthe particle to its
original position and changing only the sign of the norreal velocity con•ponentu, repositioningthe particle on

the boundary and setting u to zero, and changingonly
the sign of • without any repositionof the particle. In
all these variationswe found only small changesin the
results.b•t,, in generalthe behavior of the eddy was the'
same. The reasonfor this apparentinsensitivityto variations of the boundary conditionis related to the small
changesin the positionof the particleswhen they arrive
at the wall. This meansthat, when they rebound,they
are repositioned, at most, 0.5 km, while the grid size
is 10 kin. Thus it, is of little importancehow we make

of the eddy. causedby the collision,might be responsible for its northward motion. Other possiblemechanismsfor the northwardtranslation,cited by previous
authors[e.g.,Shi andNor. 1994],arethe rocketandimage effects.However,for stronglynonlineareddies,we this repositioning becausethe overall influence over the
grid (and the pressuregradients)is very small. In the
argue against the latter.
cases
xvherexveset u- 0, the energy is not conserxed as
The massexpulsionallowsthe reinanent_eddyto teacin
the
elastic rebound becausewe are eliminating one
quire a new circular shape, diminishing the northward
component
of the velocity.
impulse. As the eddy losesmass,there is a readjust-

ment of 3 and s suchthat 3 decreasesbecauseits raAppendix B' Quantitative Measurement
dius becomessmallerand s increasesby energyconserof the Expelled Mass
vation. This means that the eddy parameters tend to
becomer > 1, and thereforethe eddy ultimately miHere we describe how we measured the eddy's mass
grates southward.

expulsion in the second experiment. These measure-.
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ments are approximated becausewe use a subjective criterion to determine which particles belong to the eddy

and which particles have been expelled from it.
The following method was used: We left open the
southern boundary, resulting in a loss of particles. If
this boundary were closed,the particles would go around
in the square ocean and rejoin the eddy with the possibility of affectingits evolution. From a numericalpoint
of view we set to zero the volume of each particle that,
leavesthe southern boundary. Then, 150 days after the
collision, we estimated the eddy's radius R150 and the

positionof the maximumdepth (XH,YH). Finally,we
measured the mass contained in the square whose side

has a lengthof 2R1.•0and its centeris at, (XH, YH). We
could usethe circle of radius R150,but it is easierto use
the square. The, error is negligible because the mass at
the perimeter is small comparedwith the total. A more
preciseway to make this measurement.would be to fit

a rodon by least squares[Pavfa and Ldpez,1994];however, for the purposesof this investigationthe procedure
just described yields acceptable results.
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